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Resignations and step downs is happening.

Victoria Nuland the real CIA asset and puppet master of Ukraine is
stepping down.
She has been behind the scenes for decades pushing the wars and
money laundering systems through UKRAINE , EU and U.S.
She is one of top NEOCONs who has been serving the deep state
operations
_ her recent visit to Ukraine gave fake information to Zelensky that she
would be around for a long time and to ensure NATO/U.S.  would enter
UKRAINE to fight ( she was behind the scenes and got Zelensky a U.S.
passport)
_
_
WIRES>]; ZELENSKY HAD INSIDE INFORMATION THAT
Victoria Nuland was lying and planning to leave UKRAINE OPERATIONS
that she created with the CIA and DAVOS .
>
>Hours before her arrival a few weeks ago to Ukraine, Zelensky bought
a home in Dubai
( This was a direct message to the CIA/Nuland that Zelensky knew that
Nuland was planning on abanding their deep state operation in Ukraine
> Nuland was the real puppet master of Ukraine and help orchestrated
the 2014 UKRAINE ( CIA)  COUP////
____
What's very interesting about Nulands departure and resignation is that
she ordered
Zelensky to fire his top general
>Ukraine’s commander-in-chief General Zaluzhny and several
commanders loyal to the UKRAINIAN NAZI regimen NATIONALIST of the
West Why are connected to Bandera was born in Austria-Hungary, in

Galicia, into the family of a priest of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic
Church, and grew up in Poland.  Involved in nationalist organizations
from a young age, he joined the Ukrainian Military Organization in
1924.  In 1931, he became head of propaganda of the Organisation of
Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN), and later became head of the OUN for
Poland in 1932.  In 1934, he organized the assassination of Polish
Interior Minister Bronisław Pieracki.  He was sentenced to death,
subsequently commuted to life imprisonment.

Bandera was freed from prison in 1939 following the invasion of Poland,
and moved to Kraków.  From 1940, he stood at the head of the radical
faction of the OUN, OUN-B.  On 22 June 1941, the day Germany
attacked the USSR, he formed the Ukrainian National Committee.  The
head of the Committee, Yaroslav Stetsko, announced the creation of the
Ukrainian state on 30 June 1941, in German-captured Lviv.  The
proclamation pledged to work with Nazi Germany.[5] The Germans
disapproved of the proclamation, and for his refusal to rescind the
decree, Bandera was arrested by the Gestapo.  He was released in
September 1944 by the Germans in hope that he could fight the Soviet
advance.  Bandera negotiated with the Nazis to create the Ukrainian
National Army and the Ukrainian National Committee
___
So what really happening now?

Well the West Northern UKRAINE NATIONALIST (Nazis)
Wanted to oust Zelensky and pull a COUP.
>at the same time behind the SCENES WHITE HATS FORCED
VICTORIA NULAND TO DISBAND THE NATIONALIST LEADERS AND
COMMANDERS
(this is very important because behind the Scenes UKRAINE is being
forced to start cleaning their military commands that are connected to
nazi nationalist operations.
>Inside the the CIA their is massive infighting happening and MAJOR
PANIC as white HATS OPERATIONS and INFILTRATION is becoming
evident and it's become Known that VICTORIA NULAND HAD BECOME A
FORCED TRIPLE AGENT AND FORCED TO PLAY A PART AND TELL
ZELENSKY TO FIRE THEIR commander and the chief of armed forces of
Ukraine
_Zaluzhny

And after NULAND WAS FORCED TO GO TO UKRAINE TO FORCE THIS



PLAN ON ZELENSKY SHE WAS ORDERED TO STEP DOWN
( which is now happening….)
___
To really understand everything happening to bring down the CIA and
world GLOBALIST and NATO/UN CORRUPT ORGS ETC. the white HATS
military operations under TRUMP AND CHEYENNE MOUNTAIN.  >
DEVOLUTION PLANS INITIATED
POWERFUL OPERATIONS THAT INCLUDED A STOLEN ( GIVEN ELECTION
TO BIDEN ) ELECTION that would lead to TREASON <( this is currently
happening as 2020 stolen election SAGA is picking up pace …..  Is only
beginning and moving at a fast pace)
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_
I have been telling you for a long time.
Joe Biden was flipped long ago
And FORCED to play a part..  Not only by the deep state, but by military
white HATS
( His corruption and destruction of the UNITED STATES and Treason was
important to connecting military operations that bring in LAWS OF WAR
PROTOCOLS AND OPEN MILITARY OPERATIONS 11.3)
> this is all happening right now as Trump is giving COMMS for military
intervention
_
_just as El Salvador the once most dangerous country in the world
pulled off the ARREST WARS AND MILITARY PROTOCOLS IN THEIR
COUNTRY AND GOT RID OF THE DEEP STATE AND GLOBALIST AND
ARRESTED OVER 25,000 CRIMINALS, GANGS AND CORRUPT POLITICIANS
CONNECTED TO CIA AND GEORGE SOROS ….
>>> SO THIS IS NEXT FOR THE UNITED STATES…….  AS THE PRESIDENT
OF EL SALVADOR HAS WARNED THE U.S. THIS WILL HAPPEN <<<<
(I have been telling you for a long time all these EVENTS were going to
happen long before 2021)

Inside THE STORM world operations are real actors and triple agents (
Biden. Nuland. Pelosi >Wray etc.) that are being forced to play a part.

You are watching military operations happening in real time

The DEVOLUTION PLAN of EZRA. KASH CHEYENNE.+TRUMP.> WORLD
ALLIANCE
___
That's why the Climate czar ( CIA puppet) John Kerry stepped just
stepped down in the same moment Victoria Nuland step down
_
You don't know it yet.  But behind the scenes….  THERE ARE FULL
INDICTMENTS HAPPENING THAT IS CONNECTED TO
EPSTEIN/ CLINTONS/ CIA DIRECTOR (S) / PLUS TENS OF THOUSANDS OF
INDICTMENTS
AGAINST THE DEEP REGIMENS THAT IS CONNECTED TO
_ TREASON

(Listen to Trump he is giving COMMS in real time)
___
Have faith Patriots

It had to be this way

INFILTRATION not invasion

�����

___
It's not coincidence that TRUMP deported the M13 >CIA controlled gang
that were killing and blackmailing U.S. officials for over a decades and
forced to change laws and abide to corruption operation.
>
Then after the deportation Trump cut all U.S. corrupt funding to El
Salvador by half a billion$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
but had secret investors and banks finance Nayib Bukele
President of El Salvador and had U.S. military OPERATIONS help El
Salvador initiate the ARREST WARS and bring down the CIA operations
and deep state ops and Soro operations in El Salvador ( once the killer
capital of the world)

Nothing is coincidence>>>>
I had giving you information on the ARREST WARS in El Salvador in real
time back then.

_NOW you understand why the president of El Salvador blames got
Globalist and George SOROS for the corruption of countries…..  And he



explains how the U.S. must be prepared to fight for their country to rid
the UNITED STATES of globalist

_ARREST WARS

THE STORM
_____
THE RIPPLE EFFECT WILL HIT ALL MAJOR COUNTRIES
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Donald Trump 2017 Executive Order 13818;

Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious Human Rights
Abuse or Corruption.

That’s why many celebrity and politician homes are on for sale.
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���We are COMING closer to the FULL U.N. CIA Transgender
transhumanism agenda.
_


